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Abstract—Design, simulation, analysis and verification
methodologies are crucial for developing electronic circuits
and systems at large. Whereas long-standing EDA software is
used in the semiconductor technology, there is no counterpart
for quantum computing systems yet. Although the quantum
computing community started utilizing and adapting some
of the already existing EDA tools, for instance, to design
quantum processors and control electronics for driving the
qubits, or even to solve some quantum computing design
tasks, they do not fully use the expertise gained over the
last decades in the field of design automation. Current
intermediate-scale quantum computers have been designed
in an ‘adhoc’ manner with heterogeneous methods and tools.
As we are entering the large-scale era, it is timely and key to
further adopt EDA methodologies and software for quantum
computing. In this paper, we provide an overview on how full-
stack quantum computing systems are being implemented
nowadays and discuss which the main challenges are for
transitioning from this current scenario to a comprehensive
framework encompassing full automated system-wide archi-
tecting, design, simulation, verification, and test.

I. Introduction

The expected and unprecedented computational power

that quantum computers will bring is closer to become a

reality thanks to the several breakthroughs that have been

achieved in the field of quantum computing in the past

years. Several demonstrations of quantum advantage, a term

referring to a quantum computer solving a problem that

is unsolvable by any classical computer in a reasonable

amount of time, have been performed based on different

quantum devices that include superconducting and photonic

processors [1]–[3]. Another relevant achievement is the im-

plementation of quantum error correction (QEC) and fault-

tolerant (FT) protocols. As quantum hardware is highly error

prone due to environmental noise and imperfect control of

qubits, the use of QEC codes and FT techniques is essential

to protect quantum information and perform reliable and

accurate computations. In the last years, many experiments

have shown that errors can be suppressed through quantum

error correction achieving lower logical error rates [4]–[7].

Recently, the first implementations of fault-tolerant logical

quantum gates and even of FT quantum circuits have been

realized [8], [9]. In addition, a crucial aspect refers to the scal-

ability of quantum computing systems. In order to perform

FT computations and therefore unleash the computational

power of quantum computers, processors need to be scaled

to thousands or even millions of qubits. The most advanced

and promising technology platforms for large-scale quantum

computing are currently trapped ions (e.g. Quantinuum Sys-

tem Model H2 with 32 qubits [10]), neutral atoms (e.g. QuEra

Aquila processor with 256 qubits [11]) and superconducting

circuits (e.g. IBM Condor processor with 1121 qubits [12]), in

which the 1000-qubit barrier has been surpassed.

Although quantum computers are not yet at the scale

of solving realistic and practical problems, they already

integrate all functional elements or layers of a complete

system that goes from applications down to quantum de-

vices. Full-stack quantum computing systems consist of a

series of software and hardware components that include: i)

programming languages for expressing quantum algorithms

and compilers to optimise and modify quantum circuits

to make them efficiently executable on current resource

and noise-constrained processors [13]–[16]; ii) a low-level

quantum instruction set that include the gates supported by a

given device and related microarchitecture [17]–[22]; and iii)

control electronics for operating and controlling the qubits

[23]–[33]. In this early stage of these new systems, which

are severely limited by the available resources (i.e qubits)

and by noise, codesign among adjacent layers as well as

vertical cross-layer design is a must and related optimization

is required [34]–[36].

Up to now, intermmediate-size quantum computers have

been designed in an ‘adhoc’ manner, with heterogeneous

methods and tools that are becoming more and more so-

phisticated as the complexity of the systems is increasing.

However, there is neither a standard and automated design

procedure yet, nor comprehensive design flows that fully

exploit the benefits of using design automation. In the coming

years, having a full-fledged automatic design framework will

be indispensable to address the design of large-scale quantum

computing systems given their increasing complexity. Note

that this higher complexity is not only due to merely higher

qubit counts and the introduction of QEC and FT protocols

that will require adding extra functionalities and (runtime)



support, but also because of a change in the processors’ ar-

chitecture (i.e. from single-core to multi-core). More precisely,

next quantum computer generations are expected to follow a

modular approach in which several quantum processors are

combined with classical processors and connected via both

classical and quantum communication links [37]–[39].

In this context, there is room for further design-oriented

optimization, need for multi-domain integrated simulators,

and eventually for a comprehensive framework encompass-

ing full automated system-wide architecting, design, verifi-

cation, and test. In this paper we will review how full-stack

quantum computing systems are being designed nowadays

emphasizing which simulation, verification and design tools

are used and what the challenges are. The paper is organized

as follows. In Sections II and III, an overview on the design of

quantum computing processors (focusing on superconduct-

ing qubits) and the required classical control electronics to

perform quantum gates and qubit measurements is provided.

Section IV discusses the software needed to support some

tasks that are crucial in quantum computing. Section V

provides a full-stack perspective of the design of increasing

scale quantum computing systems. Finally, some of the open

questions and challenges the quantum computing community

is facing and for which the EDA community can play a key

role are discussed in Section VI. Conclusions are presented

in Section VII.

II. DesigningQuantum Processors

Electronic design automation (EDA) plays a key role in

advancing the field of various qubits by streamlining and

optimizing the design process. In the realm of quantum appli-

cations, the reliance on microwave signals and systems spans

a broad spectrum. The importance of proper electromagnetic

analysis and microwave design is evident in the pursuit of

groundbreaking advancements in quantum computing, par-

ticularly for large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum information

processing units. This is impacting quantum processing chip

design processes, particularly for superconducting and spin-

based systems.

The complex nature of quantum circuits, particularly those

based on superconducting technology, demands sophisticated

EDA tools to handle complex qubit geometries and intricate

quantum effects. Employing advanced simulation tools, en-

gineers and researchers model the complex interactions of

electromagnetic fields within the superconducting circuits to

predict and understand the qubit’s and resonator’s behaviour.

These simulations take into account various factors, such as

the geometry of qubits and Josephson junctions, the impact

of fabrication tolerance, and the coupling between qubits

and their surrounding environment. The primary challenges

in designing a large-scale quantum processor include de-

veloping a scalable chip architecture, ensuring proper sig-

nal routing, maintaining acceptable levels of cross-talk and

unwanted couplings, and suppressing cavity modes, among

other considerations.

Superconducting qubits harness the fundamental princi-

ples of superconductivity to achieve quantum information

processing [40]. Utilizing superconducting materials that ex-

hibit zero electrical resistance, these qubits are implemented

as Josephson junctions—tiny devices capable of carrying a

supercurrent. The two quantum states, |0〉 and |1〉, corre-
spond to the direction of the supercurrent in the Josephson

junction. Through controlled manipulation of these quantum

states via microwave pulses, superconducting qubits enable

the creation of quantum gates, forming the building blocks

for quantum computations. The inherent controllability of

superconducting qubits make them promising candidates for

the realization of practical quantum processors. From the

perspective of microwave engineering, the superconducting

qubits, such as transmon [41] and fluxonium [42], are systems

of coupled nonlinear LC resonators.

By leveraging EM simulation techniques, researchers can

predict in advance various performance metrics of such

superconducting qubits under different conditions, identify

potential sources of decoherence, and optimize the design pa-

rameters for enhanced quantum performance. This iterative

simulation process is instrumental in fine-tuning the geomet-

rical and material aspects of the qubit, aiding in the devel-

opment of more robust and efficient quantum processors. In

addition to designing and optimizing superconducting chips,

electrostatic simulation tools are often used to predict the

presence of any unwanted cavity modes that can affect the

overall performance of the system.

Figure 1: Visual representation of a simulation method used at

QuTech [43] for analysing a complete superconducting qubit chip

where finite element electromagnetic simulations of the “Starmon”

qubits are combined with numerical circuit simulations for accu-

rate and fast computation. Here, CST has been employed as the

simulation tool.



Researchers often adapt existing EDA tools, such as HFSS

[44], CST [45] and COMSOL [46], or use a combination

of tools to meet the specific challenges posed by super-

conducting qubit designs. In addition, specific tools have

been developed by quantum industries and research insti-

tutions dedicated to quantum circuit simulation, including

Qiskit Metal [47]. In the design of superconducting quantum

processors, a common practice involves employing a hybrid

simulation approach that combines finite element and circuit

simulations. This approach has proven to be a valuable

tool for investigating the next generation of chips with

numerous qubits. In these simulations, researchers utilize

a complex and detailed finite element model for the qubit

and a simplified circuit model for the transmission lines

as depicted in Fig.1. This strategy is particularly beneficial

when analysing large circuits, as the resource-intensive finite

element EM simulation of the qubits can be computed in

advance. Subsequently, by seamlessly integrating these sim-

ulation results into a circuit simulator, much like assembling

Lego blocks, researchers can effectively analyse the overall

chip performance [48], [49].

For quantum devices based on spin technologies, it has

also become essential to have a proper understanding of

the microwave performance as the number of qubits in

these devices is also rapidly increasing. It is now becoming

critical to address the sources of microwave losses, DC

and microwave cross-talks. Various research groups within

academia and industries are exploring where the simulation

works will make a difference by analysing the microwave and

electromagnetic performance of current spin-based quantum

chips, understand the sources of cross-talk and identify

critical components to improve chip performance. Currently,

there are design tools like QTCAD [50] that also facilitate

electrostatic analysis. Looking ahead, we anticipate the emer-

gence of an expanded array of tools for diverse technologies

employed in Quantum Processing Units (QPUs).

III. Electrical Interfaces forQuantum Processors

Quantum processors typically require a classical, i.e., non-

quantum, electrical interface to provide the electrical signals

driving operations on the qubits, such as single and two-

qubit gates, and to perform qubit measurements by reading

out the electrical signals from the qubits [52]. Early quantum-

computing prototypes primarily relied on commercial bench-

top equipment to maximize the flexibility of the experimental

setup and to ensure the best possible electronic behaviour

so as not to limit the whole computer’s performance. While

such an approach is feasible for small quantum computers

with tens of qubits or less, it quickly becomes unpractical

when scaling up the number of qubits, due to the sheer

cost of the equipment and its size. To circumvent those

limitations, tailor-made electronic solutions have been de-

veloped by trading off flexibility for compactness and cost

[25], [26], enabling, for instance, the full control of more

than 1000 superconducting qubits with a single equipment

rack [26]. Although the flexibility and the design cycle of

such electronics are not heavily constrained thanks to the

extensive use of FPGAs and discrete components, minimizing

the target cost function, e.g., cost and size, requires a clear

understanding of the impact of the electronic specifications

on the qubit performance. The specifications for the required

(RF/analog/mixed-signal/digital) electronics could be derived

analytically starting from a simplified expression of the

quantum Hamiltonian describing the qubits, e.g., as done

in [53] for semiconductor spin qubits. This is necessary to

optimally budget all the error sources in the electronics but

it may be insufficient if the approximations required for an

analytical treatment lack accuracy.

As a complementary approach, a co-simulation platform

is needed, in which both classical electronics and quantum

devices can be simulated to effectively verify the design’s

functionality and performance and identify any bottlenecks

at an early stage (Fig. 2). Adding the simulations of quantum

devices as an additional feature in standard EDA tools for

electronic circuits should be preferred to exploit their matu-

rity level fully. For instance, a standard Cadence environment

for microelectronic design has been enhanced with the sim-

ulations of semiconductor spin qubits and superconducting

qubits using Verilog-A [51] or equivalent-circuit models [54],

respectively. While those approaches can be very useful to

co-simulate the electronic interface for a few qubits, they

will become rapidly inefficient when scaling up the number

of qubits. Simulating the full quantum evolution of a few

hundred of qubits will be relevant already in the medium

term, since sharing the same electronic controller and read-

out over a large number of qubits, e.g., via time-division

or frequency-division multiplexing, is a commonly adopted

technique to reduce the size of the electronics [24], [31],

thus asking for the simultaneous simulation of all the target

qubits. Additionally, verifying an even larger system would

be required to identify the impact of electronics non-idealities

at the quantum-algorithm level, necessarily requiring an

Figure 2: Typical design flow for the electronic interface for a

quantum processor, highlighting the need for quantum/classical co-

simulations. The specific example shown here for semiconductor

spin qubits adopts SPINE (SPIN Emulator) as co-simulation platform.

Reproduced from [51].



abstraction of both the electronic and qubit layers to make

any simulation feasible. With the advent of processors with

1000+ qubits [12], the EDA community will soon be asked for
tools for the electronic/quantum co-simulation and co-design
with varying degrees of accuracy depending on the computer
scale.

Computers based on cryogenic qubit platforms will en-

counter an additional impediment to their scaling: connecting

a larger and larger number of cryogenic qubits to a room-

temperature electrical interface will require an increasing

number of cables, thus incurring into an interconnect bot-
tleneck due to the sheer size of the wires, their costs, and

their reliability limits. As an alternative, cryogenic electronic

controllers have been proposed [23], which is now a widely

accepted option both in academia [24], [27]–[30] and industry

[31]–[33]. In order to exploit the maturity of the technologies

and the EDA tools developed for the semiconductor industry,

commercial semiconductor processes are typically adopted,

with a widespread preference for commercial CMOS operat-

ing at cryogenic temperature (cryo-CMOS) thanks to its VLSI,

high performance, and functionality at sub-K temperatures

[23]. However, standard device models do not capture several

physical effects dominating the device behavior at cryogenic

temperatures. Although there is not yet a standard model for

cryo-CMOS devices, the research in this field is quite active

[55]–[59], even if some aspects of the device physics, such

as the subthreshold behavior, the noise, and the mismatch,

are not fully understood. Enabling the reliable design of

cryogenic circuits for large-scale quantum computers thus

demands the development of robust device models for classical
semiconductors devices and the adaptation of existing semi-
conductor EDA tools and flows to take into account the specific
features of cryogenic technologies that will directly affect

design styles and methodologies, such as the heavily reduced

leakage [60] and cryogenic-aware forward body biasing (FBB)

[61].

IV. Software forQuantum Computing

In the classical computing realm, software is omnipresent

and not only used to realize applications but is essential

in the design of electronic circuits and systems themselves.

In fact, the ever-increasing complexity of designing those

systems put constant pressure on engineers to come up with

more efficient and more scalable design software. Over the

past decades, this led to sophisticated methods as well as an

integration of them into comprehensive design flows. The re-

sulting solutions can handle complexity of impressive scales

and are a main reason for the utilization and penetration of

(classical) electronic devices into almost all parts of our daily

life.

For the quantum realm, similar developments are currently

emerging. In fact, a large yet scattered amount of software

tools have been developed in the recent years. Prominent

examples include IBM’s Qiskit [62], Google’s Circ [63], Mi-

crosoft’s Azure Quantum [64], Quantinuum’s TKET [65],

or Xanadu’s Pennylane [66]. They already provide quite

(a) Simulation of quantum circuits.

(b) Compilation of quantum circuits.

(c) Verification of quantum circuits.

Figure 3: Illustration of selected design steps covered by software.

comprehensive software solutions for certain use cases (e.g.,

to realize specific quantum computing applications).

At the same time, these tools do not (yet) fully utilize

experiences gained in the field of design automation over

the last decades. This leaves huge potential for further

improvement untapped. In fact, many of the design problems

considered for quantum computing are of combinatorial and

exponential nature (some have even been proven to be

NP-complete [67], coNP-hard [68], or QMA-complete [69]).

Those are complexities design automation experts are quite

familiar with and have developed very efficient solutions for.

In the following, a brief selection of design tasks are

listed, for which software and particularly design automation

background can be utilized. The list is motivated by develop-

ments provided through the Munich Quantum Toolkit (MQT)

which offers corresponding solutions as open-source imple-

mentations (available at https://www.cda.cit.tum.de/research/

quantum/mqt/). By this, the list provides an overview of

the full spectrum of tasks where dedicated software can be

useful and, in fact, is required. Selected references for a more

detailed reading is provided for each task. Additionally, some

steps are briefly sketched in Fig. 3.

• Supporting End-Users in Realizing Applications: In order

to realize a quantum computing application, various

steps have to be conducted. End-users (usually domain

experts in their fields) expect to use the respective

platforms without having to understand the specific

quantum computing underpinnings. Software can help

here in shielding corresponding quantum computing

aspects when designing applications (as envisioned, e.g.,

in [70]) or provide guidance through compilation/design

flows (as provided, e.g., in [71]). Besides that, Quantum
Resource Estimation can substantially help to explore

https://www.cda.cit.tum.de/research/quantum/mqt/
https://www.cda.cit.tum.de/research/quantum/mqt/


whether a planned application actually is suitable for

quantum computing and/or what costs/requirements

would be needed for it [72].

• Quantum Circuit Simulation: Simulating quantum appli-

cations/circuits remains an essential step in every design

flow. Originally, this was used to test an idea when

corresponding quantum computers are not available. But

even with corresponding machines, only simulation will

provide the full details such as all amplitudes of a output

state of a quantum computing application, whereas the

actual machine only provides probabilistic measurement.

At the same time, performing quantum circuit simula-

tions requires the multiplication of matrices and vectors

of the size 2n×2n and 2n (n being the number of qubit),

respectively, i.e., remains an exponential problem. Vari-

ous complementary software solutions exist which aim

to tackle this complexity [73]–[76]. If additionally noise

effects are considered, this complexity even increases

further [77].

• Compilation of Quantum Algorithms: Quantum com-

puters, as well as their classical counterparts, usually

only support a limited set of elementary operations.

In addition, they are bounded by further constraints

such as limited qubit connectivity which dictates what

qubits are allowed to interact with each other, or re-

quire a dedicated scheduling/transportation of qubits.

All these restrictions makes that high-level descriptions

of quantum algorithms have to be compiled through

different layers of abstractions before being executable

on an actual machine. This includes platform-agnostic

steps such as the realization of an oracle, which can

be done e.g., by reversible circuit synthesis methods as

proposed in [78] as well as dedicated mapping methods

(as proposed in [79], [80] for superconducting technolo-

gies), shuttling methods (as proposed in [81] for ion-

trap technologies), combinations of both (e.g., for neutral

atom technologies [82]), and more.

• Verification of Quantum Circuits: Throughout all levels
of abstraction during a compilation flow, a quantum

algorithm/circuit is subject to substantial changes. Dur-

ing this process, it is of utmost importance that the

originally intended functionality is preserved. Accord-

ingly, verification methods such as equivalence checkers

gain momentum [83], [84]. They offer solutions that

automatically check whether a compiled quantum circuit

still realizes the same functionality as the originally

given application.

• Quantum Error Correction: Quantum operations and

qubits are fragile and prone to errors. In order to

physically implement quantum computers that are ca-

pable of conducting reasonable computation, quantum

error-correction and fault-tolerance are needed. The

principle of QEC is to encode quantum information in

a much larger state space (i.e. encoding logical qubits

into several physical qubits) and detect and correct

errors by using indirect parity check measurements (i.e.

error syndromes). While there already is a substantial

amount of corresponding codes and theoretical consid-

erations behind it, in which there is an entire community

working on quantum error correction [85]–[87], the

development of corresponding software just started [88],

[89].

V. Towards Designing large-scale full-stack qantum

computing systems

Previous sections have discussed current practices and

trends for designing quantum devices and circuits, and the

role of software both as a design tool and its usage within the

higher-end layers of the full-stack. It is of utmost importance

to reivindicate a full-stack perspective, with an emphasis in

the value of co-design techniques, structured design methods

and upscaling to full system design.

Abstractions are commonplace in conventional computing

stacks in the form of distinct, self-contained layers with well-

defined functions that hold particular information shared

exclusively with neighboring layers. A desired crucial feature

of a computer, namely the independence of software from

the underlying hardware is still valid, despite the purely

layered approach has been reexamined with the recent in-

troduction of low-power and AI co-processors with resource

scarcity yet stringent performance requirements. Quantum

computing systems are not yet ready for such comprehensive

abstractions, since higher levels in the stack must be exposed

to the low-level physical features of current processors in

order to maximize their potential, as these processors are

very error-prone and have severely limited resources. Aiming

to efficiently execute a quantum algorithm maximizing its

success rate leads, for example, to compilation strategies that

take into account the quantum chip limited connectivity,

operation error rates, error variability across the chip, and

crosstalk, amongst other factors. This results in a bottom-up

flow of information through the stack that contains pertinent

hardware parameters. Furthermore, the compiler can further

optimize the quantum circuit by utilizing its application-

specific information. It is thus more important than ever

to exercise a tight co-design between neighboring layers

as well as vertical cross-layer design and related full-stack

optimization during this early stage of quantum computing

[34], [35], [90]. This co-design needs to happen upfront, at

the system conception stage. This approach would have two

benefits: first, it would maximize the processing capacity of

the restricted quantum system; second, it would establish the

foundation for future front-ends that will lead to more layer-

oriented abstraction and encapsulation. In this co-design

scenario, the community for quantum computing is unclear

on which metrics and benchmarks to employ to evaluate and

compare the performance of quantum computing systems. In

an initial effort, IBM suggested measuring three important

aspects of quantum computing performance, namely quality

(through Quantum Volume), speed (Circuit Layer Operations

Per Second, CLOPS), and scale (qubit count) [91]. Addition-

ally, many quantum benchmark sets have been established



Figure 4: DSE exploration framework for double full-stack modular

quantum computing architectures.

[92], [93] for evaluating their overall performance. Further-

more, the absence of design principles from the highest

architectural layers down to the physical ones, or even cross-

layer co-design, has long been recognized as a requirement

by the quantum community. This approach of performing

a cross-layer co-design of the full-stack quantum system

is particularly key in the architectural bet aiming scalable

systems based upon modular architectures, as indicated in

the introduction, in which (quantum) communication net-

works are embedded and enable a multiplicity of quantum

computing cores to interact and run larger scale algorithms.

Modelling, simulating and optimally architecting and design-

ing such modular systems would benefit from a double-stack

formalism, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Finally, when providing a system’s standpoint for design-

ing quantum full-stacks, we do observe the need for a system-

wide perspective when addressing larger scale quantum

computing systems. When doing so, two main aspects are

faced. On the one had, the system becomes more complex,

in the sense that not only there will be more subsystems, but

the designer will need to address a tighter interplay among

and across them. Additionally, such diverse subsystems will

be heterogeneous, both in the technologies and hence de-

sign techniques incurred, but also the different models and

languages to describe them. When aiming system robust scal-

ability, the ultimate aim in design, we do postulate the value

of applying structured architecting and design techniques,

in the form of formal optimization-centric Design Space

Exploration (DSE) methods, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Such

system-wide design-oriented optimization framework might

be based upon models and simulation tools, or combinations

of the former, in the form of multi-domain simulation. The

outcome of such DSE framework would be to (a) optimize

the different layers of the quantum computing system as well

as their vertical integration and optimization, (b) to partition

the input design space in different regions of optimality while

dimensioning design parameters in each region, as well as (c)

to derive scalability trends.

VI. OpenQuestions

As described in previous sections, having formal design,

simulation and verification tools and methodologies is key

for developing the next generation of quantum computers,

in which the qubit counts will substantially increase and

accordingly the complexity of the system. We will therefore

summarize some of the open questions and challenges that

the quantum computing community is currently facing and

for which the expertise of the EDA community will be

crucial.

• The quest from current co-design techniques onto future
encapsulation of layers. Recently, the use of co-design

techniques is becoming more prominent so as to ex-

tract optimal performance vs resource trade-offs per

layer while doing so for tighter vertical integration.

Intriguingly, the NISQ era will experiment an impasse,

we observe, in migrating from co-design techniques to

more pervasive abstractions and functional encapsula-

tions until a full-fledged abstracted full-stack is reached.

The current need to exchange design variables and

performance metrics vertically across the stack will

serve as predecessors of such layer front-ends that will

precede full abstractions, thereby facilitating application

of more automated design methods. DSE frameworks

can also be progressed to ease incorporation of more

automation within design end-to-end processes.

• Driving the development of future large-scale and FT
quantum computers. Although the current developments

are mainly steered by the quantum processors as the

most precious resource (i.e. following a bottom-up ap-

proach), the situation may drastically change in the

future when a more holistic optimization may be re-

quired or other higher layers in the quantum stack, e.g.,

the interface electronics or the microarchitecture, may

impose more stringent requirements driving the com-

puter architecture and design. Furthermore, the intro-

duction of quantum error correction and fault-tolerant

mechanisms will add an extra layer of complexity to

the full system. It will have a substantial impact on

the computer’s organization as new functionalities and

support will need to be integrated in the stack.

• Machine-learning techniques for optimized synthesis and
design. AI-based heuristics are currently intensely be-

ing explored in various areas of silicon system-on-chip

design [94], [95], from logic design, logic synthesis,

physical design down to fabrication. Examples encom-

pass automated synthesis of large digital architectures,

automated floorplanning, energy-aware networks-on-

chip, improved placement and routing, and subsystem

optimization, by virtue of their enhanced performance in

optimization tasks handled hitherto through heuristics.

We do foresee a preponderance of analogous ML-centric

methods for quantum system automated design that

constitute hard problems, including optimized synthe-

sis of the connectivity topologies in quantum chips,



floorplanning of large-scale quantum systems and ML-

learning enabled mapping techniques for algorithm-

architecture co-design.

• HPC design-oriented simulation and quantum approaches
for increasing-scale quantum computing systems. Within

the current dispute between the quantum computer

community and the HPC community in the quest to

show quantum advantage, we do identify as a challenge

and opportunity to leverage HPC computing platform as

a design-oriented large-scale simulation framework for

optimal design of increasing scale quantum computing

systems. An example of such approach would be the

use of tensor network formalisms running in a super-

computer [96], that can provide lossy approximations of

overall fidelity of a given quantum system, to explore

scalability trends. Analogously, an opportunity arises

in applying quantum algorithms, for instance quadratic

unconstrained binary optimization, that can naturally

be mapped in quantum annealers to optimize certain

aspects of the quantum system, both at the off-line

design and architecting phase, or during operation, such

as applying QUBO optimization for enhanced algorithm-

architecture mapping [97]

• Quantum computing needs to get more accessible for their
end-users. As covered above, the end-users of quantum

computers will be domain experts from various applica-

tions areas; with most of them having no background

in quantum physics or quantum computing. Considering

that we already have a workforce problem in the com-

munity, it is hence essential to provide solutions and

interfaces that shield the end-users as much as possible

from the intricacies of quantum computing. A clear

example that introducing such interfaces is possible can

be found in classical computing which literally can be

used by anyone, even though most of them are no

electrical or computer engineers. Some ideas how this

can be accomplished are discussed, e.g., in [70]. The

challenge remains to realize and establish such solutions.

• A closer interaction between the design automation and
the quantum computing community is needed. As re-

viewed above, several design problems in quantum com-

puting have a similar nature and complexity as their

counterparts in classical computing. However, because

of the interdisciplinary of the topic, both communities

did not yet consolidated on proper abstractions, con-

straints, objective functions, etc. that are precise enough

to properly reflect the reality but abstract enough so that

they can be processed by design automation methods.

For example, mapping a quantum algorithm to an actual

constrained platform has huge similarities with classical

scheduling, mapping, and routing. In addition, once a

simplified qubit model is available, analog/RF circuit

designers could develop very helpful qubit electrical

interfaces and, by this, enable the verification for full

quantum systems. All that, however, only works if both

communities work together and develop a proper and

common language/terminology that is understood and

can be used by both “sides”.

• Education of the next generation of quantum engineers. As
in other emerging technological fields, it is necessary

to train a new generation of quantum engineers and

scientists to keep the steady and remarkable progress

that quantum computing has made in the last years.

The main challenge here is to have a critical mass of

experts that are able not only to train and educate these

new generations but also to articulate comprehensive

and multidisciplinary higher education programs. In

that educational context, we bet on exposing quantum

technologies students to EDA tools, as is currently

commonplace in electronics and computer engineering

graduate programs.

VII. Conclusions

The multidisciplinary field of quantum computing is

steadily progressing through advancements in the different

disciplines that required to build up a full-stack system at

scale. Although current quantum computers are still limited

by the amount of resources and noise, they already inte-

grate all functional elements to efficiently execute quantum

algorithms. Such computers are designed up to now us-

ing diverse methods and tools that have been specifically

developed by quantum industries and research institutions

or/and adapted from existing EDA tools used in the semi-

conductor technology. In this scenario, the paper has dis-

cussed current practices and trends for designing quantum

devices and control circuits, the role of software both as

a design tool and its usage within the higher-end layers

of the full-stack and system-level co-design techniques and

structured design. The paper culminates with a proposal of

several challenges, encompassing: the introduction of more

abstractions and functional encapsulation, migrating towards

a top-down system-wide full-stack perspective, exploring the

use of machine learning, HPC and quantum approaches

for more automated and optimized design, increase end-

user accessibility, and fostering interaction between the EDA

and quantum computing communities, at both research and

education levels.
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